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Learn-for-a-Month 
What Are Learn-for-a-Month (LFAM) Writing Books? 

The Write-for-a-Month (WFAM) and Write On! (WO) series of books is from Learn-for-a- Month’s (LFAM) 
line of digital publications. LFAM is a new primarily-digital arm of the small- press homeschool publisher, 
Character Ink Press, and houses a variety of month-long writing books, grammar downloads, readers, 
and more for teachers, parents, tutors, co-op leaders, and homeschoolers.  

The WFAM and WO books are writing/composition books of two to four lengthy lessons each, between 
50 and 120 pages per book (depending on the level). These books contain writing projects based on old 
books/current movies/characters that children and adults love or historical characters/animals/nature 
topics (indicated by titles/covers). The programs contain all types of writing, especially focusing on 
research reports, essays, and stories. 

The projects in both of the series all use the author’s signature “Directed Writing Approach,” which takes 
students by the hand every step of the way from prewriting (brainstorming, character and plot 
development, research, etc.) to skill building (for projects requiring certain skills, such as quotes or 
imagery or persuasion, etc.) to outlining (based on the type of writing) to writing rough drafts to editing 
(via the Checklist Challenge) to final copy. Each project has detailed samples for students to see how the 
project was written by another student (a rarity in writing programs) and in-depth lessons of all of the skills 
needed in order to complete that project.  

Each series contains five books* 

Level I: Early Elementary 

Level II: Upper Elementary 

Level III: Junior High 

Level IV: High School 

Level V: Advanced High School 

*See back matter for a listing of all fifteen series that are at the store or are coming soon!! (They are listed
on the Write-for-a-Month and Write On! pages of the back matter.)

 

 

 

 

 

This book, Write On, Mowgli, Level III is designed for junior high students and contains the following projects 
(from pre-writing through final product with all the instruction and skills needed for each assignment): 

• Story Writing–Finish These Scene–Scenes from The Jungle Book
• Describing the Jungle With Five Senses
• Original Three Favorite Character–Jungle Book Characters.

Each project has detailed samples for students to see how the project was written by another student and in 
depth lessons of all of the skills needed in order to complete that project—Several Story Starters for Students to 
Choose From and Finish; Brainstorming Five Senses for Jungle Descriptive Essay; Using Word Pictures and 
Imagery; Checklist Challenge; Brainstorm About Three Characters; and Much More! 
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Lesson 1: Story Writing--Finish These Scenes
Scenes From The Jungle Book

Overview of Story Writing

In this story writing lesson, you will have the opportunity to develop characters, create plot (and twists!), and
write in a familiar setting. It is a gentle introduction to story writing for those who have not written a lot of sto-
ries (since the setting, major characters, and obstacles are all created for you already), but it will challenge
the advanced story writer to come up with a cool, intriguing, unexpected resolution (if desired).

I. TOPIC OF ASSIGNMENT
The topic of this assignment is the Jungle
Book story. You will have the opportunity to
“finish” a scene (or more than one) from the
story in whatever way you desire. This will be
a fun, very directed assignment for you.

II. NUMBER OF SCENES IN
THE BODY OF YOUR STORY
A. Basic students will choose 2 scenes
to finish.

B. Extension students will choose 3 scenes
to finish.

III. NUMBER OF PARAGRAPHS IN
THE BODY OF YOUR STORY
A. Basic students will write a one-paragraph
“finish” for each scene chosen.

B. Extension students will write a two-para-
graph “finish” for each scene chosen.

Note: This Overview Box, which is provided at the beginning of each project, is here to give students (and teach-
ers) an at-a-glance look at the entire composition assignment. Each step of each lesson is assigned and detailed
throughout the week(s).

IV. SENTENCES PER PARAGRAPH
A. Basic students will write 4-6 sentences*

per paragraph.
B. Extension students will write 6-10 sentences
per paragraph.

*Note: Youmay always choose to write fewer sentences per para-
graph but more total paragraphs in any CI writing assignment,
with your teacher’s permission.

V. OPENING PARAGRAPH
Students will not write an Opening
Paragraph.

VI. CLOSING PARAGRAPH
Students will not write a Closing
Paragraph.

VII. SOURCES
Students may use sources as needed.
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Lesson A. Study Skills and Prewriting: Planning Your Scenes
You are probably familiar with the popular book and movie, The Jungle Book. There are many versions of the book and
the movie, and they all center around one main character, a little human boy (Mowgli) who found himself in the middle of
the jungle with some friendly characters and some shady characters!

The entire story is quite lengthy with many plots and subplots, twists and turns. One easy way to learn how to write sto-
ries is to begin with an existing story and simply add to/change it.

In this way, all of the elements of story writing are already there—character, setting, plot, and even obstacles (or problems
to solve). So it is super fun to do that!

<> A-1. Read the Student Samples provided at the end of this lesson to get some ideas for your scene
finish (Boxes A-1).

<> A-2. Read the potential scenes provided and consider which two (or Extension three) scenes that
you would like to add to or finish.

Here are things to consider when choosing:

1. Basic students will choose two scenes to finish; Extension students will choose three scenes. (See Scene
Choices Overview--Box A)

2. Basic students will write a one-paragraph “finish” for each scene chosen. Extension students will write a
two-paragraph “finish” for each scene chosen.

3. The scenes do not have to link to each other. Each scene can stand alone without considering what is going
to happen in future scenes.

4. For now, just read the scenes and “think.” Then highlight the two or three scenes you will finish.
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A tiger, a panther, a bear, and a pack of wolves had
gathered for a council. They were there to discuss who
would take care of a young boy named Mowgli. No one
had witnessed his arrival in the jungle, but Mother Wolf
had discovered him. She had cared for him until the
council could be called, and now she had brought him to
the gathering.

Everybody thought Shere Khan, the tiger, just wanted
to take care of Mowgli in order to kill him. Baloo, the bear,
seemed to care about the boy. The panther named
Bagheera was there too, and he did not trust Shere
Khan. The mother-wolf wanted to take care of the man
cub, but she didn’t think they had enough food.

Mowgli grew and learned everything a young wolf-cub
would learn. He became quite adventurous, exploring
every part of the jungle. He was frequently accompanied
by Baloo, who taught him everything he needed to know
about the jungle. Mowgli learned all the languages of the
animals from the old bear. Baloo also taught the boy how
to survive and how to act politely toward other creatures.

Baloo warned Mowgli to avoid the monkeys, the only
animals in the jungle who refused to obey any laws.
However, one day as Mowgli ran through the jungle, he
was suddenly grabbed by several monkeys. He strug-
gled to escape their grip, but it was useless. He was
caught.

Mowgli and his friends enjoyed many adventures.
Mowgli’s jungle parents were getting old and weak
though. The evil wolves wanted to get rid of Mowgli’s
caretaker; and Shere Khan wanted Mowgli! The evil
wolves decided to challenge Father Wolf to a fight. Then
Shere Khan would swoop in and get Mowgli.

Mowgli soon found himself watching a terrible fight be-
tween the wolves and his father-wolf. Shere Khan was
close by. What could he do?

Mowgli decided that he would try to fight Shere Khan
with fire. The animals called it the Red Flower. In order
to get the Red Flower, Mowgli would have to sneak into
the village and steal it from the humans.

Mowgli waited until the village was quiet. He watched
from the edge of the forest. The Red Flower was burn-
ing brightly outside the huts.

The battle was over. Mowgli and Bagheera snuck away.
They turned to the village. Mowgli’s jungle family was gone.
He still had his friends Bagheera and Baloo, but the jungle
was a dangerous place for a man-cub without parents.

SCENE CHOICE 1: Who will take care of Mowgli? SCENE CHOICE 2: Mowgli and the Monkeys

SCENE CHOICE 3: Fight between
the evil wolves and Father Wolf

SCENE CHOICE 4: Will Mowgli go get the fire
(Red Flower)?

SCENE CHOICE 5: Will Mowgli return to
the village to live?

Scene Choices Overview

Box A
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Lesson B. Prewriting/Outlining: Outline Your Two or Three
Scenes

Now that you have chosen the scenes that you would like to finish, you are ready to outline what will happen in your
scenes. We will start this with Brainstorming Boxes.

<> B-1.Write the scene number of the two or three scenes you will be finishing in the
Brainstorming Boxes provided and then brainstorm following these steps:

1. Beneath each of the two or three scenes that you wrote in the boxes, write notes of things that you COULD
have happen in your finish.
a. These could be crazy, real, out of this world, practical—it doesn’t matter yet!
b. Just write anything you think of.

2. Move into BOX TWO and BOX THREE (for Extension) and do the same thing.

3. Look back over the two or three scene notes that you made and highlight the ideas/actions that you would
like to have happen in your continuing scene. These will be the things that you will include in your outline
(below).
a. You may also add more notes at this time.
b. You may desire to number your notes in the order you will write them if this helps you.

Brainstorming Box
Scene ______________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

Box B-1
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<> B-2. Outline your finish-scenes on the lines provided following these steps:

1. Highlight the two (or three) scenes that you have chosen on the following pages, and place an X on each
one that you will not be writing about.

2. Read through the first scene that you have chosen (the paragraph or paragraph already provided for you).
a. Just read the first one you will outline.
b. Read your notes for Box B-1 to remind yourself of some things you thought of earlier.

3. Drop down to the outlining lines beneath the scene, and take notes in this way:
a. If you are a Basic student, write the main idea of your scene on the Paragraph 1 line. You will only do
one paragraph of continuing story for each scene you chose.

b. If you are an Extension student, write the two things that will happen next on the two paragraphs’ Topic
of Paragraph line. You will do two paragraphs of continuing story for each scene you chose.

Brainstorming Box
Scene ______________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

Brainstorming Box
Extension--Scene ______________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

______________________________________ ______________________________________

Box B-1

Box B-1
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c. Take notes on your paragraph (or paragraphs) that you will write in a Sentence-by-Sentence manner.
You may use however many words per sentence that you need to use since you are writing original
paragraphs.

d. You may or may not use all of the outlining lines provided.
e. Note: If you would like to write more paragraphs than you are assigned, feel free to do so with your
teacher’s permission.

f. You will repeat the steps above for two or three scenes, depending on you level.
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